Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim renews his support to reformations and the
demonstrators’ right to express their opinion and warns from enemies
lurking in the lines of who demand for reformations

Chairman Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim reiterated his support to any
reformation step, and draw attention to enemies taking advantage of circumstances to lurk
within the demonstrators’ lines, calling to be cautious of possible attempts against the
demonstrators or security sides, general security or even the political project in Iraq.

\r\n

This took place during his eminence speech to the new graduates of Saraya Ashura (Ashura
Brigades) Saturday 19/3/2016.

\r\n

His eminence considered the call for reformations a national call and a project, and each
citizen should promote for reformations with abiding to constitution and law, indicating
that Iraqis will fight terrorism by one hand and reform their country by the other hand,
emphasizing that the reformation should be inclusive, and tangible basing on goals,
programs, policies and procedures and set to a time schedule and carried out by a competent
work team, stressing on ending proxy employment and that reforms cover ministers, deputies,
general managers , military leaders and independent bodies taking in considerations that the
demanded reform is comprehensive and real away from any patching solutions.

\r\n

His eminence firmly responded to who had put Popular Forces and ISIS in the same category
stating:” the difference between Popular Forces and ISIS is like the difference between
right and wrong, light and darkness”, calling to do justice when evaluating who had acarried
weapons to defend homeland, holy sites and protected all the Iraqis, stressing on the
importance of making legislations that makes the Popular Forces an official institution
under the command of Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces.

\r\n

His eminence commended the role of Saraya Ashura in confronting ISIS at the battlefronts and
in the most dangerous areas, calling to use proper tools for the wanted goals plus
maintaining the safety the environment and the lives of innocent civilians.
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